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Abstract

This paper investigates the mechanical behaviour of FRC made with both
industrial and recycled steel fibres recovered from waste tyres. Specimens of
various mixtures, characterised by the same volume fracture of fibres, but dif-
ferent proportions of industrial and recycled reinforcement were tested both
in compression and four-point bending. The results highlighted no signifi-
cant influence of fibres emerged in terms of compressive strength, whereas a
significant decay in the post-cracking behaviour was observed in specimens
with higher fractions of recycled fibres. However, a significant enhancement
of the bending response was generally observed with the respect to the case
of plain concrete, even in case of specimens reinforced by recycled fibres only.

Keywords: Waste Tyres; Concrete; FRC; Recycled Steel Fibre; Hybrid;
Post-cracking behaviour.

1. Introduction1

In recent years the disposal of exhaust tyres has emerged as a big issue2

in waste management [1] and the increasing amount of these waste actually3

constitutes a serious threat for both the environment and the human health4
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[2]. Moreover, based on the “Council Directive 1999/31/EC” of the European5

Commission on the Landfill of Waste, as of 2003 post-consumer “whole tyres”6

could no longer be landfilled and, since July 2006, such regulations must be7

applied to either “whole” or “shredded” tyres [3].8

Therefore, there are strong motivations for recycling such waste mate-9

rials that can easily be turned into a eco-friendly source of secondary raw10

materials [4]. In fact, recycling processes of waste tyres mainly consist of11

separating the internal steel reinforcement from the rubber covering. Hence,12

rubber scraps and short steel fibres are generally obtained by these pro-13

cesses and can be utilised in several valuable applications. Particularly, they14

can be used as concrete components in partial-to-total replacement of the15

ordinary constituents (e.g., natural aggregates and industrial fibres, respec-16

tively). On the one hand, rubber scraps find an interesting field of application17

as a partial replacement of ordinary stone aggregates for obtaining the so-18

called “rubberised concrete”, which is characterised by enhanced dumping19

and toughness properties [5, 6]; on the other hand, recycled fibres can be20

used in substitution of the industrial ones commonly employed for producing21

Fibre-Reinforced Cementitious Composites (FRCCs) [7, 8].22

As a matter of fact, adding a small fraction (usually in the order of 0.5-23

1.0 % in volume) of short fibres during mixing, results in enhancing the24

toughness in the post-cracking response of cementitious materials as they25

have a bridging effect across the opening cracks and, then, a positive influence26

on their propagation [9].27

However, fibres employed in FRCC need to have good mechanical prop-28

erties, be easy to spread in concrete mixtures and durable when embedded29

into cementitious matrices [10]. Many types of fibres (i.e., made of steel,30

glass, natural cellulose, carbon, nylon, polypropylene, etc.) have been used31

in FRCC and are widely available for commercial applications [11]. In fact, a32

total of 60 million tonnes of these kinds of fibres are currently employed every33

year around the world, and, then, their production requires a huge amount34

of raw materials [12]. Therefore, Recycled Steel Fibres (RSFs) obtained from35

waste tyres could contribute to reducing this demand. Particularly, they can36

directly be utilised as a dispersed reinforcement in concrete to obtain a ma-37

terial which could be designated as Recycled Steel-FRC. In this regard, some38

pioneer researches already demonstrated the feasibility of these applications39

[13, 14, 15].40

Innovative researches on FRC also address the possible use of mixed fi-41

bres made of different material and/or geometry which can, in principle,42
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play a synergistic role in enhancing the post-cracking response of structural43

members. These kinds of fibre-reinforced cement-based composites are often44

referred to as Hybrid FRC (HyFRC). Experimental tests aimed at investi-45

gating the HyFRC failure behaviour in direct tension have been performed,46

among others, by Sorelli et al. [16] and Park et al.[17]. The mechanical47

behaviour measured by means of indirect tensile tests have been proposed48

on Hy-Polypropylene FRC [18], Hy-Steel FRC [19] or combining several fi-49

bres: i.e., Carbon/Steel/Polypropylene FRC [20] or Steel/Palm/Synthetic50

FRC [21]. Other relevant contributions regarding HyFRC with lightweight51

aggregates [22], high-volume coarse fly ash [23], HyFRC exposed to high tem-52

peratures [24] or self compacting HyFRC [25] have also been proposed within53

the scientific community.54

This paper deals with the mechanical behaviour of FRC with both indus-55

trial and RSFs obtained from waste tyres, as mentioned above. In fact, it is56

mainly based on the results of an experimental campaign carried out at the57

Laboratory of Materials testing and Structures (LMS) of the University of58

Salerno (Italy). Starting from a FRC mixture with 0.5 % (in volume), that is59

to say 40 kg/m3, of Industrial Steel Fibres (ISFs), three more mixtures were60

prepared by replacing 25 %, 50 % and 100 % in weight of such fibres with61

an equal amount of RSFs. Therefore, the mechanical behaviour of conven-62

tional Steel Fibre-Reinforced Concrete (SFRC) was observed in comparison63

with the one of both Hybrid Industrial/Recycled Steel Fibre-Reinforced Con-64

crete (HIRSFRC) and Recycled Steel Fibre-Reinforced Concrete (RSFRC).65

The experimental campaign was mainly aimed at observing the key aspects66

of both cubic samples tested in compression and notched beam specimens67

tested in four-point bending (4PB) according to UNI-11039-1 [26] and UNI-68

11039-2 [27].69

Investigating the mechanical response of the aforementioned HIRSFRC70

and, particularly, quantifying the effect of replacing industrial fibres with an71

equal amount (in weight) of recycled ones is the main original aspect of this72

paper. In the authors’ best knowledge no experimental investigation was car-73

ried out so far for comparing the mechanical response of FRC characterised74

by an invariant volume fraction of fibres and variable proportion of industrial75

and recycled ones; in fact, the results currently available in the literature are76

always referred to the two “extreme” cases of FRC with either industrial77

or recycled fibres. Therefore, the results presented in this paper might be78

useful to readers interested in calibrating theoretical models and numerical79

procedures intended at simulating the effect induced by partially replacing80
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ISFs with RSFs.81

Finally, the paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 preliminarily describes82

the key geometric properties of the RSF employed in this research, whereas83

the complete definition of the adopted “materials and methods” is reported84

in Sect. 3. Then, Sect. 4 reports the results of both compression and bending85

tests and Sect. 5 proposes a systematic analysis based upon well-established86

standard parameters describing the post-cracking response of FRC. In con-87

clusion, the key findings of the present study are outlined in Sect. 6, along88

with some comments about their conceptual significance and insights on the89

future developments of this research.90

2. Recycled steel fibres from waste tyres91

The recycled steel fibres (Fig. 1) employed in this study were supplied92

by a company whose main business consists in collecting and recycling ex-93

hausted tyres. Particularly, 15 kg of RSFs were received at LMS and sampled94

to obtain a comprehensive description of their variable geometry, being the95

mechanical characterisation not covered in this paper and specifically ad-96

dressed in dedicated experimental campaign which is currently going on.97

First of all, fibres were cleaned and separated from some thicker pieces of98

steel, which were not clearly suited for being used as a spread reinforcement99

of FRC. Fig. 2 reports two Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images100

revealing that residual rubber impurities, no wider then 20-25 µm, were still101

attached to the fibre surface.102

Then, a detailed geometric characterisation was carried out on a bunch103

of about 2000 RSFs, randomly sampled from the available amount of RSFs.104

The diameter (df ) was measured by means of a micrometer: particularly,105

three measures were taken (i.e., at the two ends and at the mid-point) and106

an average value was determined for each fibre. According to such measure-107

ments, the average fibre diameter was ranging between 0.11 and 1.64 mm:108

Fig. 3 highlights its apparently multimodal distribution (probably due to109

the mixing of different types of tyres in the recycling process) characterised110

by a mean value of 0.27 mm. However, more than one third (35.7 %) of the111

sampled fibres exhibited an average diameter between 0.22 and 0.24 mm.112

The geometric characterisation of RSFs was completed by determining113

the fibre length lf which was conventionally defined, according to the CNR-114

204/2006 [28] specifications, as the distance between the outer ends of a115

fibre. Fig. 4 shows the frequency distribution of measured fibre lengths: in116
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this case a unimodal distribution was observed (probably resulting from the117

unified cutting underwent during the recycling process): the mean value was118

about 12 mm and almost one half of measured fibre lengths (47.1 % of the119

total amount) was found ranging between 9-15 mm, whereas the 10 %, 50 %120

and 90 % percentiles were of 18, 24 and 37 mm, respectively.121

Furthermore, the total “developed length” ld [28] was also measured for122

the same sample of fibres: Fig. 5 shows the resulting unimodal frequency123

distribution of ld. Moreover the lf/ld ratio was also determined for describing124

the shape of the same fibres (Fig. 6): values of this ratio closer to unit125

corresponds to fairly straight fibres, whereas the lower this ratio the more126

curled and twisted the fibre.127

Finally, the aspect ratio (lf/df ) of fibres was analysed, as it is a key pa-128

rameter which controls their mechanical performance in FRC. Fig. 7 high-129

lights a unimodal distribution of the aspect ratio, with a mean value of about130

47 and more than one half (57 %) of fibres exhibited a value within the range131

30-60: in fact these values are rather close to the aspect ratios commonly132

characterising industrial steel fibres [11].133

3. Experimental campaign134

The results reported in this section were obtained from an experimental135

programme developed at the Laboratory of Materials testing and Structures136

(LMS) of the University of Salerno (Italy). The experimental tests were137

performed according to UNI-11039-1 [26] for definitions, classification and138

designation and UNI-11039-2 [27] for the test method.139

3.1. Materials140

The FRCs specimens tested in this study were prepared by adopting a141

unique mixture for the concrete matrix which was also employed for preparing142

the plain concrete specimens considered as a reference (labelled as REF). This143

mixture was designed for a target 28 days mean cubic compressive strength of144

40 MPa and prepared by using crushed limestone aggregates with a maximum145

aggregate size of 20 mm according to EN-12620 [29] and UNI-11039-1 [26], a146

constant cement content of 320 kg /m3 and a free water to-cement-ratio w/c147

of 0.51. Table 1 describes the mixture composition: coarse natural aggregates148

with grain size ranging between 2 and 10 mm were denoted as N1, whereas149

N2 corresponds to grain size from 10 to 20 mm. Moreover, fine aggregates150

(namely “sand”) were characterised by a maximum equivalent size equal to 2151
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mm. Table 2 reports the specific weight and water absorption capacity of the152

aforementioned aggregates and sand. The aggregate grading of the reference153

concrete is represented in Fig. 8 in comparison with the well-known Fuller154

grain size distribution.155

Wirand Fibres type FS7 Fig. 9 , already considered by the authors in a156

previous experimental campaign [30] and generally referred to as “Industrial157

Steel Fibres” (ISFs) in the following, were considered in this study along with158

the RSFs already described in details in Sect. 2 (Fig. 1). The key geometric159

and mechanical properties of ISFs are listed in the following [31]: lf= 33160

mm (fibre length), df = 0.55 mm (fibre diameter), AR = 60 (aspect ratio),161

number of fibres per kg = 16100, ft > 1200 MPa (failure strength in tension)162

and εu ≤ 2% (ultimate strain).163

Four FRC mixtures were prepared, always using 0.5 % of fibres in volume164

of matrix, and also combining the aforementioned ISFs and RSFs:165

• RSFRC 0-05: with only ISFs (RSFs=0%).166

• RSFRC 25-05: with 25% of ISFs replaced by an equal amount of RSFs.167

• RSFRC 50-05: with 50% of ISFs replaced by an equal amount of RSFs.168

• RSFRC 100-05: with all RSFs.169

3.2. Methods170

The concrete mixtures described in the previous section were prepared171

by using a laboratory mixer. Both coarse and fine aggregates were saturated172

and mixed; subsequently, cement, fibres and, finally, a super-plasticizer were173

added. The REF mixture, whose composition is described in Table 1, was174

designed for a target slump value of 150-180 mm; a value of 175 mm was actu-175

ally measured at fresh state. Moreover, the cementitious matrix composition176

of all FRC specimens was kept fairly unchanged; only the super-plasticizer177

was slightly adjusted for controlling the influence of fibres on the resulting178

workability.179

Three cube samples of 150 × 150 × 150 mm3 and beam specimens of180

150 × 150 × 600 mm3 (Fig. 10) were cast in polyurethane moulds and duly181

vibrated. One of the cubic samples (labelled as “white”) was extracted from182

each mixture before fibre mixing: it was tested in compression and compared183

with the corresponding FRC samples with the aim to observe the actual184

contribution of fibres on the compressive strength in each different mixture.185
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After 36 h the concrete samples were removed from the moulds. Then, the186

hardened samples were notched (through a 2.0 mm wide-slit) of 45 mm depth187

and starting from the bottom surface of the sample (Fig. 11b). Moreover,188

all concrete specimens were cured in a water bath (100 % humidity) at a189

constant temperature of 22oC, up to reach the 28 days of curing. All the190

aforementioned preparation procedures were carried out according to UNI-191

11039-2 [27].192

Table 3 outlines the experimental programme reported in this paper. Ex-193

perimental tests were carried out according to the procedures described in the194

UNI-11039-2 [27]. Four-point bending tests of notched beams, as shown in195

Fig. 11(a), were performed in displacement control (having displacement rate196

of 0.005 mm/sec). Relevant load and displacement quantities were measured197

and recorded during all tests. Particularly, the crack-tip opening displace-198

ment were measured by means of dedicated transducers which monitored199

the relative displacements of the two sides of the notch tip (Fig. 12). Fur-200

thermore, compressive tests were performed according to EN-12390-3 [32]201

for measuring the cubic compressive strength of the SFRCs at the time of202

testing.203

4. Experimental results204

4.1. Compression tests205

The results of compression tests are summarised in Table 4 reporting the206

average values of compressive strengths obtained from cubic samples of the207

plain concrete and FRC mixtures considered in this study. The same table208

also reports the average values of specific weight measured in hardened sam-209

ples of the same concrete mixtures. As widely documented in the scientific210

literature [30], no significant difference was observed in terms of compressive211

strengths of both the so-called “white” and SFRC specimens.212

This means that, at least for the volume fraction considered in this study,213

the resulting compressive strength of FRC is mainly controlled by the matrix214

properties. Conversely, fibres only play a role in the post-cracking regime.215

The observed σ-ϵ curves are omitted herein for the sake of brevity and the216

influence of fibres on the post-cracking response of FRC is discussed into217

details for the case of bending tests.218
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4.2. Four-point bending tests219

Four-point bending tests were performed with the aim of characterising220

the post-cracking flexural behaviour of HIRSFRC samples (Fig. 13): UNI-221

11039-1 [26] and UNI-11039-2 [27] provisions were taken into account for this222

purpose.223

Figs. 14a-14d report the experimental curves of the vertical load, P , ver-224

sus the corresponding Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTODm) curves,225

obtained in the tests: CTODm represents the mean of the two opposite226

CTODs.227

Based on the experimental evidence, the post-cracking response in bend-228

ing of FRC specimens reinforced with only ISFs was characterised by a sig-229

nificant post-cracking toughness (Fig. 14a), which is due to the bridging230

action of fibres and cannot be obtained in plain concrete [30].231

The effect of replacing increasing amount of ISFs with an equal quantity232

of RSFs can be easily understood by analysing the curves depicted in Figs.233

14a-14d. The post-cracking behaviour of FRC is generally characterised by234

a more pronounced softening range in specimens characterised by a greater235

quantity of RSFs in substitution of ISFs. This is a result of the lower effi-236

ciency of the recycled fibres with respect to the industrial ones, which are237

specifically designed to exhibit a good interaction with the concrete ma-238

trix. Particularly, recycled fibres are not straight, have no hooks and have239

(generally) lower aspect ratios: these are the main reasons explaining the240

(expected) decay resulting from replacing part (to total) of industrial with241

an equal amount (in weight) of recycled fibres.242

The steeper slope of the post-peak response observed for RSFRC 25-05243

(Fig. 14b) is clearly due to the fact that the recycled fibres employed in244

those specimens need a wider crack opening for mobilising their bridging245

effect. The post-peak slope is even steeper for RSFRC 50-05 (Fig. 14c) and246

RSFRC 100-05 (Fig. 14d) where the actual volume fraction of RSF is even247

higher.248

Nevertheless, a significant increase in toughness can be observed for all249

FRC specimens with respect to the significantly brittle behaviour character-250

ising the post-cracking response of plain concrete.251

Finally, it is worth highlighting that a fairly uniform distribution of fibres252

throughout the cracked surface was observed in all tested specimens: Fig. 15253

shows the fracture surface obtained for one of the specimen made of RSFRC254

100-05.255
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5. Analysis of results256

Three representative parameters, defined in UNI-11039-2 [27], can be eval-257

uated and compared for the FRC mixtures under investigation, with the aim258

of identifying and describing their post-cracking response: they are defined as259

the first crack strength (flf ) and two equivalent post-cracking strengths: the260

first flexural strength (feq(0−0.6)) corresponds to a CTOD ranging between261

CTOD0 and CTOD0+0.6 mm and is supposed to be relevant significant for262

the Serviceability Limit State; the second one (feq(0.6−3.0)) refers to a CTOD263

ranging between CTOD0+0.6 and CTOD0+3 mm which is rather relevant264

for the Ultimate Limit State [33].265

According to UNI-11039-2 [27], the first crack strength values, flf , defin-266

ing the post-cracking response of HIRSFRC, was evaluated in each sample267

as268

flf =
Plf · l

b(h− a0)
2 (1)

where Plf represents the first crack load [N], b, h and l are the width [mm],269

height [mm] and length [mm] of the beam, respectively, and a0 [mm] repre-270

sents the notch depth.271

Fig. 16 shows the comparisons of the mean values of first crack strength272

and the two equivalent crack resistances, defined in standard CTODm ranges,273

i.e. [CTODm0;CTODm0 + 0.6mm] and [CTODm0 + 0.6;CTODm0 + 3.0mm].274

CTODm0 is the Crack Tip Opening Displacement (mean value) correspond-275

ing to the peak load of the reference specimen.276

The following quantities, known as “equivalent crack resistances” feq(0−0.6)277

and feq(0.6−3.0), are defined as follows278

feq(0−0.6) =
l

b(h−a0)
2
U1

0.6

feq(0.6−3.0) =
l

b(h−a0)
2
U2

2.4

(2)

being U1 and U2 work capacity measures derived by means of the following279

relations280

U1 =
CTODm0+0.6∫
CTODm0

P (CTODm)dCTODm

U2 =
CTODm0+3.0∫
CTODm0+0.6

P (CTODm)dCTODm

(3)
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calculated on the HIRSFRC test data.281

As a matter of principle, the quantities described by Eq. (3) represent the282

enclosed area (toughness measure) under the P−CTODm curves between the283

range [CTODm0;CTODm0 + 0.6mm] and [CTODm0 + 0.6;CTODm0 + 3.0mm]284

for U1 and U2, respectively. Fig. 17 shows such energy absorption values of285

each sample and calculated by means of the Eq. (3). Keeping in mind the me-286

chanical meaning of those parameters, these results show that, as expected,287

all specimens, reinforced with a total amount of 40 kg/m3 of steel fibres288

(equivalent to 0.5 % in fibre volume fraction), mainly exhibit a softening289

behaviour in the post-cracking regime.290

Moreover, ductility indices can be considered as further objective “mea-291

sures” of the fibre bridging mechanisms and the following ductility measures292

were calculated [27]293

D0 = feq(0−0.6)/flf (4)

and294

D1 = feq(0.6−3.0)/feq(0−0.6). (5)

Fig. 18 reports the values of ductility indices (defined by Eqs. (4) and295

(5)) for the various tested beams. According to the classification of the UNI-296

11039-1 [26], all the cementitious composites, tested in this experimental297

campaign, can be classified as “crack-softening” media, as both D0 and D1298

< 1.299

Finally, it is worth highlighting that UNI-11039-1 [26] states that the300

D0 index should not be lower than 0.5 for a FRC to be used in structural301

applications. Based on this criterion, Fig. 18 shows that all SFRC mixtures,302

even the one reinforced with only RSFs, can be considered as a structural303

fibre reinforced cementitious material.304

6. Conclusions305

This experimental research was intended at investigating the mechanical306

behaviour of concrete reinforced with both recycled and industrial steel fibres.307

Based on the obtained results the following observations can be highlighted:308

• as expected, the observed compressive strength is almost unaffected by309

the presence of fibres and, then, no significant difference was detected310

between the FRC specimens with only industrial fibres and the ones311

made with an increasing proportion of recycled fibres;312
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• on the contrary, as it was also expected, the bending behaviour ob-313

served in the experimental tests was significantly influenced by the314

fibre contribution;315

• in this regard, a significant decay in the post-peak cracking behaviour316

was observed as a result of the partial to total replacement of industrial317

fibres with an equal amount of recycled ones;318

• particularly, the higher is the amount of recycled fibres, the more sig-319

nificant is the reduction the post-cracking toughness (in terms of equiv-320

alent post-cracking strengths and/or ductility indices) observed in the321

four-point bending tests;322

• nevertheless, it is worth highlighting that, in spite of the low amount of323

fibres (0.5 % in volume), a significant increase in the equivalent fracture324

energy was observed for FRC specimens with respect to the reference325

(“white”) ones, even in the case of a total replacement of ISFs with326

RSFs.327

Finally, the presented results confirmed the promising application of con-328

crete reinforced with recycled steel fibres derived from waste tyres. However,329

the proposed results clearly demonstrate that industrial fibres cannot be330

replaced by an equal amount of (unprocessed) recycled ones without a sig-331

nificant decay in the relevant mechanical properties. In fact, the definition332

of an “equivalent” (and higher) amount of recycled fibres which might be333

substituted to a certain amount of industrial ones without significant loss334

in terms of mechanical properties is a further possible prospect for the use335

of HIRSFRCs in structural applications. However, further investigations are336

still necessary to completely understand this and the other relevant aspects337

of the mechanical response of these materials.338
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Table 1: Mixture design per cubic meter of the reference concrete.

�

Sand 1012

Coarse agg. N1 134

Coarse agg. N2 764

Cement 42.5R 320

Free water 163

Water absorption 17

Superplasticizer 2.75

Material
Dosage          

[kg/m
3
]

Table 2: Specific weight and absorption of aggregates and sand.

Sand 2690 1.20%

Coarse agg. N1 2690 0.70%

Coarse agg. N2 2690 0.50%

Material
Specific Weight 

[kg/m
3
]

Absorption 
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Table 3: Considered mixture types of the experimental programme.

�

“REF” 3 3

RSFRC 0-05 3 3

RSFRC 25-05 3 3

RSFRC 50-05 3 3

RSFRC 100-05 3 3

Mixtures
Compression tests 

(28 days)

Four-Point Bending Beams 

(28 days)

Table 4: Densities and cube compressive strengths measured in each mixture.

�

white SFRC white SFRC  (mean of two)

REF 2371

RSFRC 0-05 2376 2413 40.57 39.01

RSFRC 25-05 2428 2435 36.42 36.52

RSFRC 50-05 2459 2450 36.89 36.74

RSFRC 100-05 2446 2491 36.69 37.37

   42.59  (mean of three)

Mixture Label
Specific weight [kg/m

3
] fc,cube at 28 days [Mpa] 
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Figure 1: Recycled steel fibres employed for the HIRSFRC.
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Figure 2: SEM analysis of RSF.
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Figure 3: Frequency of diameter measurements.
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Figure 4: Frequency of fibre length measurements.

�

Figure 5: Frequency of measured fibre developed lengths.
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�

�
Figure 6: Frequency of lf/ld ratio.
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Figure 7: Frequency of the aspect ratio.
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Figure 8: Grain size distribution of the “REF” mixture.

Figure 9: Industrial fibre types FS7 [31] employed for the HIRSFRC.
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Figure 10: Geometry of the notched beam in four-point bending.

a)                                                         b)

Figure 11: Four-point bending test: (a) experimental set-up and (b) the vertical notch at
the bottom surface of the specimen.
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Figure 12: Disposition of the instrumentation for the four-point bending tests.
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Figure 13: Cracked configuration after the 4PB test of HIRSFRC notched beams.
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Figure 14: Vertical force - CTODm curves.
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Figure 15: Observed distribution of fibres at crack section for one of the specimens (mixture
RSFRC 100-05).
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Figure 16: Comparisons between the first crack strength, flf , with the equivalent crack
resistances, feq(0−0.6) and feq(0.6−3.0) [27]. The vertical segments represent the range
between the minimum and the maximum value.
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Figure 17: Energy absorption measures U1 and U2 according to UNI-11039-2 [27]. The
vertical segments represent the range between the minimum and the maximum value.
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Figure 18: Indices of the ductility according to UNI-11039-2 [27]. The vertical segments
represent the range between the minimum and the maximum value.
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